A fair amount of current High Performance Computing systems take advantage of coprocessors. Most of them use either GPU or FPGA but rarely benefit from both, since the management of such flexible systems is exceedingly challenging. The Cuteforce Analyzer is a multipurpose cluster system. Different node types allow a variety of cluster configurations to cope with various kinds of tasks. Compute nodes utilize low priced off-the-shelf GPU and/or FPGA as specialized coprocessors to accelerate the execution of algorithms. This paper presents the experiences in implementing the Cuteforce Analyzer and the usage of both coprocessor types in a single cluster system based on MS Windows HPC.
Introduction
A goal of the project Cuteforce Analyzer (CFA) is the development of a scalable, parallel computing system consisting of nodes equipped with highly specialized processors for cryptanalytic algorithms. The system is composed of input nodes that distribute the data to be processed; compute nodes that execute the cryptanalytic algorithms; and output nodes that collect the output from the compute nodes to aggregate and concentrate it.
With the start of general purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) in 2006 with NVIDIA's Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), GPUs have become valuable as coprocessors for massively parallel programs. In the last few years GPUs have proven to outperform classical Central Processing Unit (CPU) implementations in many situations, also in cryptanalysis-in particular on a dollar-per-key scale (eg. [1] [2] [3] ). Besides GPUs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have also proved to be useful as coprocessors (eg. [4, 5]) This paper shortly describes the experiences in integrating the CFA in an existing High-Performance Computing (HPC) production environment. To accomplish this, a hardware (HW) and Software (SW) interface to a Microsoft (MS) HPC 2008 cluster was developed.
Current State
The Cuteforce Framework (CFF) is a generic cluster management framework capable of executing any algorithm in different kinds of cluster configuration and handling different types of communication. MS Windows HPC 2008 R2 features are used within the framework.
The CFF consists of multiple Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Figure 1 shows the API architecture. The current implementation of the CFF allows operations to obtain the nodes' HW configuration and their capabilities, configure them, execute jobs and receive status information. The CuteAgent is executed on each node. To access a node's HW and algorithms it uses the High-Level Application Programming Interface (Hi-API). The CuteAgent is controled by the CuteMaster. The communication between these two components is implemented by the Communication Application Programming Interface (Co-API).
The Co-API is a generic communication library that can be utilized for any data transfer between cluster nodes. It implements the transfers through channels for remote file access and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/MPI communication.
The Algorithm Manager (AlgoMgr) of the Hi-API provides access to available algorithms. It forwards management instructions to the algorithms. The main functionality of the Hi-API is implemented in the algorithms which automatically use the required coprocessors through the Low-Level Application Programming Interface (Lo-API).
The Lo-API provides access to the local coprocessors and to the resources of other cluster nodes. GPUs and FPGAs are handled by the GpuMgr and the FpgaMgr module. Other cluster nodes can be handled through the CNMgr module to communicate with subordinated nodes.
To demonstrate the applicability of the framework, several cryptanalytic algorithms-a distributed AES brute-forcer running on both GPU and FPGA coprocessors and distributed crackers for password protected PDF documents and RAR archives-have been implemented and tested within the CFF.
Further Steps
Checkpointing is an important topic for the Cuteforce Framework. If tasks are executed for a relatively long period, it may be necessary to recover a specific cluster state in case of HW failure or error analysis.
More complex problems may be distributed in a heterogeneous cluster. In such a situation cluster management must allow the user to monitor not only single nodes but also, how the nodes communicate. In a cluster with various different HW components, this is a particularly challenging task.
